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S E C R E T 082100Z JUN 63 CITE OTTAWA 5446

IMMEDIATE DIRECT

REF:

DIRECT 6666S * Requested any details from liaison re reports that James Earle Galt, arrested in London, had Canadian passport.

1. ABLE REACH WHO SAYS REF CASE IS CIB

MATTER NOT INVOLVING THAT CIB HAS ALREADY PASSED ALL DETAILS TO LOCAL REP, AND THAT MOST EXPEDITIOUS WAY OBTAIN DETAILS WOULD BE TO CONSULT HQS REP CONFIRMED AND CONCURRED WITH ABOVE. HE ALSO SAID HIS HQS PROBABLY HAS DETAILS RE SECOND CANADIAN PASSPORT ISSUED LISBON WHICH NOT AVAILABLE HERE.

2. SAYS GALT, USING ALIAS RAYMOND GEORGESNEED, OBTAINED CANADIAN PASSPORT ABOUT 25 APRIL 63 IN OTTAWA, APPLYING FROM TORONTO, THROUGH "FLAW IN PASSPORT SYSTEM." LATER, HE GOT SECOND PASSPORT FROM CANADIAN EMBASSY IN LISBON CLAIMING FIRST HAD BEEN MUTILATED. APPARENTLY UNCOVERED ALIAS BY SEARCH OF 400,000 PASSPORT APPLICATION PHOTOS AND HANDWRITING COMPARISON.

3. WILL CHECK WITH AGAIN 10 JUNE, WHEN THEY ALL AVAILABLE FOR BUSINESS, AND WILL SEND ANY SIGNIFICANT INFO OBTAINED.
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